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generation). The parameters used to describe the performance of washing or its effectiveness 
fall into two categories: wash loss, which describes the amount of washable compounds in the 
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represents the net amount of water that is added during washing. The performance of brown 
stock washing has an effect on many sub-processes like evaporation, oxygen delignification, 
bleaching and waste water treatment. Washing results can have positive or negative effects on 
these sub-processes. It is important to find the correct optimal operating point for washing, 
because without effective washing of kraft pulp production is not economically viable. 
  The starting point for this study was to develop a real-time measurement application for 
brown stock kraft pulp washing by which means it would be possible to measure washable 
compounds or their sum parameters in the liquid and pulp streams on a laboratory and mill 
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the results from three refractometers' consistency and flow rate measurements, it was possible 
to create a measurement system able to calculate the effectiveness of a single washer 
accurately and in real time. These refractometers can also be used to determine a washer's 
optimal operating point. Adjusting a washer's operation towards more efficient operation 
succeeded in reducing the amount of wash loss to the oxygen delignification and bleaching 
stages, increasing the dry solids content to the evaporation stage and thus achieving significant 
economic savings. 
  As continuation has considered to match the filtrate balances over the washers by using four 
or at least three real-time measurements. Moreover, utilising the refractometer in bleaching 
washing and calculating the wash loss effects on the bleaching costs has been considered. The 
work also involves utilising refractometers for very low concentrations in WWTP. 
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Abbreviations:  
ADTM “Air dry metric tonne of pulp” = 100 kg water and 900 kg abs 

dry pulp 
BDMT “Bone dry metric tonne of pulp” = 1000 kg of abs. dry pulp 
CCD camera Charge Coupled Device camera 
COD  Chemical Oxygen Demand 
DD washer Drum Displacer washer 
DDS   Dissolved dry solids 
DEDED Bleaching sequences, where the active chemicals are chlorine 

dioxide (sequence D) and sodium hydroxide (sequence E) 
DF  Dilution Factor 
DR  Displacement ratio 
DS  Dissolved solids 
Est  Efficiency at fixed discharge stock consistency 
E-value Efficiency value 
MC  Medium Consistency 
NSCC Neutral sulphite semi-chemical pulp 
RBLS Raw black liquor solids 
RI  Refractive Index 
SCAN Scandinavian Pulp, Paper and Board Testing Committee 
SFS  Finnish Standards Association 
TDS  Total Dissolved Solids 
WWTP Waste water treatment plant 
Y  Yield of washing 
 
 
Symbols: 
   superficial liquid velocity through a pulp bed [m/s] 

Kp   permeability of the pulp bed [m2] 
pl   pressure drop over the bed [Pa] 

μl   dynamic viscosity of flowing liquid [Pas] 
L  thickness of the bed [m] 

k2   Kozeny constant 
S0  specific surface area of the bed material (fibre) exposed to 

liquid flow [m2/m3] 
   bed porosity 

C0   feed stock consistency to the system  
C1   discharge stock consistency from the system 
L0  amount of liquor with pulp in inlet flow, (L0, L1, V1, V2: the 

ratio of mass flow rate of liquid to the mass flow rate of dry 
fibre) 

L1 amount of liquor with pulp in outlet flow  
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V1   outlet filtrate flow 
V2  inlet wash liquor 
x0  solute weight fractions in L0 
x1  solute weight fractions in L1 
y1  solute weight fractions in L0 

 y2  solute weight fractions in L1 
n  refractive index 
c  speed of light in vacuum [m/s] 
v   speed of light in the medium [m/s] 
M  Molar mass [g/mol] 
pH  -Log10[H]   
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 
In chemical pulping, the purpose of brown stock washing derived from the 

cooking stage is to remove both organic and inorganic soluble matter from pulp 
suspension using the lowest possible amount of wash liquor. This is typically 
performed using the direct counter current washing principle that minimises 
the amount of wash water used (Crotogino et al. 1987), Fig. 1  

 

 

Fig.1. Principle of counter current brown stock washing (Krotscheck 2006) 

The first washing stage in modern pulp mills is performed immediately after 
cooking at high pressure where a washable mass flow is in the form of solid wood 
chip pieces (for example where washing is performed during continuous-flow 
cooking or displacement batch cooking). Following washing stages are typically 
performed at a lower pressure or under atmospheric conditions, where the mass 
flow is converted to stock form due to mechanical treatment of the chips and/or 
high pressure drops, which break the cooked chips into fibres and moves liquid 
from in-between fibres. The last stock washing stage is usually performed after 
the oxygen delignification stages with atmospheric pressure washing systems. 
The more washing stages that are connected to the series, the better the washing 
result. A good and economically feasible washing result is normally attained 
after three to five washing stages. In practice, capital constraints versus returns 
set the number of washing stages. 

Efficient washing improves the recovery of cooking chemicals (Na and S) and 
wood-based dissolved organic material. It also reduces the additional 
consumption of reagents in the subsequent bleaching stages (Tervola and 
Gullichsen 2007). Sufficient washing also has a positive effect on pulp quality 
and it prevents deposition problems efficiently (Wilson 1993). 

Since a washing filtrate from brown stock washing is finally introduced via an 
evaporation step into the recovery boiler, it has a great effect on the energy 
balance of chemical pulping. The higher the total solids of a filtrate after 
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washing, the lower the energy (steam and electricity) consumption that is 
needed during black liquor evaporation. Thus, more energy can be produced in 
a recovery boiler. In other words, the more water that goes to evaporation, the 
more steam that has to be used to drive it off.  Without effective washing the 
economic viability of chemical pulp production is affected. 

An example of the typical water balance of a Scandinavian softwood mill fibre 
line is shown in Table 1 (Vakkilainen and Välimäki 2009). It indicates that 
decreasing the dilution water from 3500 kg/t bleached pulp to 2500 kg/t will 
increase the dry solids of black liquor from 15.4% to 16.8%. While the dry solids 
increased by only 1.4%, the economy of the evaporation process improves 
notably – 1.2 million euro and even more if additional energy can be sold to the 
local municipality, as can be seen in Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Typical water balance of a Scandinavian softwood pulp mill with a production capacity 
of 600,000 ADt/a (Vakkilainen and Välimäki 2009). 

Total solids to black 
liquor BDt/d  3098 3098 3098 

 kgDS/ADt 1807.0 1807.0 1807.0 

Water with black 
liquor     

Water with wood kg/t* 2133.1 2133.1 2133.1 

Dilution water  kg/t* 1500.0 2500.0 3500.0 

Water in white liquor kg/t* 3348.7 3348.7 3348.7 

Water in oxidised white 
liquor kg/t* 194.5 194.5 194.5 

Reaction water with 
wood kg/t* 23.5 23.5 23.5 

Steam condensate kg/t* 277.0 277.0 277.0 

Water leakages kg/t* 446.0 446.0 446.0 

Total water kg/t* 7922.8 8922.8 9922.8 

Dry solids from 
fibreline % 18.6 16.8 15.4 

 
* Bleached pulp. Assumed losses: cooking yield 46%, losses in drying machine 1%, 

bleached plant yield losses 3%, screening and knotting losses 3%, oxygen 
delignification losses 1.5%. Bleached pulp production 1714 ADt/d, 1543 BDt/d, chips 
to digester 3657 BDt/d. 
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Table 2. The calculated evaporation cost, when the dry solids content of the black liquor 
increased from 15.4% to 16.8%*, which corresponds to a DF difference of 1m3/t. 

DF Saved
water

Steam
consumption Energy Energy

consumption Costs/a (I) Costs/a
(II)

 Kg/d Kg/d MJ/d MWh/d € € 

1.0 1714000 285667 628467 175 1 222 019 3 055 046

 
 

*Assumptions used in calculations were as follows: 1 kg water needs to evaporate 
1/6 kg steam (7 evaporators in series) (Holmlund and Parviainen 2000), steam energy 
content is 2.2 MJ/kg, 1kWh is 3.6 MJ and price of the energy is 20 €/MWh (I) in the 
mill and 50 €/MWh (II) outside of the mill (municipality), (the typical average prices 
for heat used inside mill I and for municipality II in Finland 2014). Operating days of 
the mill is 350 d/a. 

 

An example of the effect of black liquor dry solids (DS) on net heating value in 
the recovery boiler with different pulps is shown in Fig. 2. If a theoretical 1.4% 
increase in black liquor DS from the value of 77 to 78.4% is realised (normal 72 
– 85%), the net heating value increases from 8.29 to 8.48 MJ/kg. This leads to 
an income of 1.5 million euro per year in a 600 000 ADt/a Scandinavian 
softwood pulp mill. Assumptions used in calculations were as follows: price of 
heat €20/MWh and price of electricity €50/MWh (Increased net heating is 
split: heat 80% and electricity 20%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Experimental results showing how net heating values are affected by black liquor dry 
solids (Vakkilainen 2008, which calculations based on Vakkilainen 2000) 

Compton (1997) has published an extensive economic analysis of brown stock 
systems, where the optimum operating point for washer lines is studied. The 
results show that this optimum operating point occurs at a dilution factor of 
around 1.5 for the unbleached pulp mill and at around 4.5 for the bleached pulp 
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mill using the DEDED bleaching sequence (Southern Pine). These optimum 
values depend, of course, on the price of energy and chemicals.  The results were 
valid in the USA in 1997. Nowadays, the typical amount is 2–3 m3/t in 
Scandinavian pulp mills. 

The performance of washing can be controlled in two main ways: via a wash 
loss and a dilution factor. Wash loss indicates the amount of washable 
compounds from the pulp suspension that could have been removed by 
washing, and the dilution factor indicates the net amount of water that is added 
during washing which dilutes the black liquor and can be a negative number, 
zero, or a positive number. 

The key to improved brown stock washing control is a better understanding of 
the characteristics of wash loss. Typically, the amount of sodium in the pulp 
suspension after washing has been used as an indicator of wash loss and it is 
usually expressed as kg Na2SO4/oven dry tonne of washed pulp. However, the 
introduction of the oxygen delignification stage between the cooking and 
bleaching stages has complicated the concept of wash loss, due to the addition 
of fresh sodium in the form of oxidised white liquor or as sodium hydroxide. 
This means that part of the alkali originates from cooking (unoxidised) and part 
from oxygen delignification (at least partly oxidised). Therefore, measuring the 
total alkali loss does not completely describe the actual pulp wash loss anymore. 
To avoid this dilemma, in that sodium wash loss is not adequate for describing 
wash loss, attempts have been made to find better ways to measure wash loss 
than by using sodium alone. However, sodium wash loss should still be noted 
since it is an important recovery chemical. 

Wash loss is nowadays mainly evaluated by measuring the amount of chemical 
oxygen demand (COD). COD is measured from the pulp suspension that leaves 
the last washer of the brown stock line. Although using COD has unified the 
concepts of wash loss, this method also has its disadvantages, as considered by 
Bottan (1993). For example, the time delay for analysis is quite long and the 
complexity of the test, which makes it less attractive for the ongoing monitoring 
of operations. COD is also difficult to measure accurately. The decomposition 
products of lignin, carbohydrates and extractives from cooking will diffuse very 
slowly from the fibre even after effective washing. The diffusion rate also 
depends on temperature and pH, which have an influence on the value of the 
COD (Ala-Kaila et al. 1996). 

Since the turn of the century, the concept of wash loss has changed thanks to 
the academic dissertation studies of both Sankari (2004) and Sillanpää (2005) 
who studied the effects of different wash loss compounds and proved that the 
most effective compounds in washing loss are different lignin fractions in ECF 
bleaching. They also noted that there is a lack of evidence as to how wash loss 
compounds (or a sum parameter) can be measured reliably by online 
measurements. Recently however, fast advancing information and 
measurement technology has created new possibilities in the area of measuring 
wash loss. For example, the means for taking more accurate on-line optical 
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measurements have been developed, such as using refractometers or Kappa 
number transmitters. 

This dissertation is a natural continuation of the work of both Sankari (2004) 
and Sillanpää (2005). First, the aim was to identify a suitable real-time method 
to measure dissolved wash loss which emphasises lignin. The next step was to 
approach and monitor the performance of the washing process systematically 
and then to be able to control the process by using the results of enough 
measurements. The amount that is measured depends on the number of 
washers. Adequate measurement results are achieved when they are taken from 
inlet and outlet pulp, and inlet and outlet wash filtrates. Three measures, taken 
from around the washer should be enough for the calculation of the washing 
results. In the area of brown stock washing it is possible to achieve notable 
economic savings in many kraft pulp mills using this approach. 

The genesis and flow of this study is shown in Fig. 3. After suitable measuring 
technology, refractometer was identified, investigations were continued in 
laboratory tests (Paper I), where the operation of the refractometer was 
studied. The suitability and usability of the refractometer to measure washing 
loss was then further studied under mill conditions (Paper II). The 
refractometer can operate in very demanding process conditions (at a high 
temperature, under high pressure and in high alkalinity) measuring both 
dissolved organic and inorganic concentrations. The results of these trials 
showed that use of the refractometer is suitable for the control of washable 
solute dry solids in the area of brown stock washing, but that further research 
into the accuracy of measurement, probe cleaning and real-time measuring in 
the pulp line should continue. These properties were developed by a component 
manufacturer with the help of experimental results. Investigations were 
continued in two different pulp mills, where measuring the operation of the 
single washers as well as the whole washing line was studied on the mill scale 
(Papers III, IV and V). 
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Fig. 3 The flow of the study 

1.2 The research challenge 

The following section describes the most important driving forces behind this 
thesis and the reasons for undertaking it: 

A challenge has been to find a continuous, short response time, measuring 
technique that measures “real wash loss” with sufficient reliability in extremely 
demanding conditions (high alkalinity, pressure and temperature) in real time. 
In addition, to enable the online calculation of effectiveness (the E -value or 
DR), such a measuring technique needs to work in both the liquid and pulp 
streams, which demands three or four incoming/outgoing dissolved dry solid 
streams to the washers. If this kind of measuring technology were to be found, 
it would then be possible to enable a new way of controlling the success of 
washing in single washers and further still, of the whole washing line. 
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Until now there have been two approaches to measuring wash loss from the 
pulp stream; from the fibres or from the liquid part of the stream. Since over 
50% of the wood material is dissolved in the process liquor in the delignification 
reaction, in medium consistency (MC) pulp 90% of the pulp suspension is water 
containing dissolved lignin and inorganic material. For alkaline brown stock 
washing, we have chosen a way to measure dissolved dry solids in the liquid 
phase. In addition, the changes in dissolved solids concentration are most 
rapidly noticeable in the liquid stream, responses being slower in the stream 
with higher consistency (Ala-Kaila 1998). However, this approach requires a 
good pulp consistency measurement to facilitate recalculation per tonne of pulp. 

The correlations between pulp streams’ dissolved wash loss and dry solids 
contents having been identified (Papers I and II), a simple and reasonable 
way to measure wash loss from brown stock is therefore to measure the 
dissolved dry solids. 

1.3 Hypothesis 

This dissertation was based on the following main hypotheses: 

1. By using a refractometer as a measurement device, it is possible to 
measure dissolved dry solids in pulp suspensions and in liquor 
streams with adequate accuracy. 

2. By measuring the dissolved dry solids content from pulp suspension 
and from washing liquor, it is possible to measure washing results in 
real time. Additionally, by measuring the three or four 
incoming/outgoing dissolved dry solids streams to the washers 
together with consistencies and flow rate measurements, it is possible 
to calculate the real-time effectiveness of the washer(s). 

3. By developing a new approach to such measuring system(s) it may 
be possible to improve the results of brown stock washing, reduce 
water consumption and thus improve the energy economy of the 
whole pulp mill. 
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2 Theoretical and practical background 

2.1 Brown stock washing 

2.1.1 Basic phenomena 

The purpose of brown stock washing is to both recover the maximum amount 
of dissolved inorganic material for the regeneration of cooking chemicals, and 
also recover the maximum amount of dissolved organic material for energy 
production. At the same time these washing operations also improve the 
performance of the oxygen delignification and bleaching stages. In addition, the 
purpose of washing is to control or remove substances like pitch and soap, which 
hamper the performance of the fibre line. These tasks have to be done using the 
minimal amount of water, since extra water raises heating and operating costs 
for used process water and diluted black liquor, which travels via evaporation to 
the recovery boiler, as presented by Compton (1997). For high dry solids 
content, it is possible to achieve good heating values for black liquor. Efficient 
washing improves the recovery of spent chemicals, reduces the consumption of 
reagents in the subsequent bleaching stage, and also limits effluent load from 
the plant (Tervola and Gullichsen 2007). 

There are three basic principles that are used in pulp washing. These are 
dilution/extraction, displacement, and diffusion. The principles of 
dilution/extraction and displacement washing are introduced in Fig 4. In 
dilution/extraction washing, clean water is mixed with the dirty pulp (dilution), 
and the liquor is then removed (extraction). In displacement washing the liquor 
in pulp is displaced with weaker wash liquor or clean water. Ideally, if no mixing 
takes place, it is possible to remove all of the solute by displacing one volume of 
the liquor in the pulp pad. In practice, mixing at the interface does take place, 
and solute that has been sorbed by fibres does not have sufficient time to diffuse 
out of the fibres (Crotogino et al. 1987). Channelling is also a great challenge. If 
the mat is an agglomeration of lumps and flocks, the wash liquor will channel 
around the flocks and leave the fibres within the flocks unwashed (Shackford 
1992). 

Fig. 4 Principle of dilution/extraction (left) and displacement washing (right) (Krotscheck 2006) 
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A pulp suspension can be described as consisting of three parts: (a) a free-
flowing liquid phase around the fibres; (b) an immobile liquid phase locked in 
between the fibres and within the fibre voids; and (c) the fibre solids (Gullichsen 
and Östman 1976, Krotscheck 2006). From these three parts, different 
substances leached out at different rates. Also softwood and hardwood behaved 
differently. Leaching for softwood goes through two steps: a fast first phase 
(lasting 2-4 minutes) followed by a much slower, less intensive phase (several 
hours). Hardwood leaching is similar but with a much longer fast leaching 
period (8–20 minutes) (Ala-Kaila et al. 1996). Removal of the immobilised 
liquid inside and in between the pulp fibres is limited to pressing (Krotscheck 
2006). Otherwise, the mass transfer from the immobile liquid to the free-
flowing liquid is controlled by diffusion. 

Diffusion will almost always take place whenever there is free liquor between 
the fibres and a concentration potential difference between the free and 
immobile liquor. The speed at which diffusion takes place is a function of the 
concentration potential difference between the free and immobile liquor, 
temperature, free liquor turbulence and size of the diffusing molecule (Ala-Kaila 
et al. 1997). Dissolved organic substances inside the fibres diffuse very slowly to 
the surrounding liquor compared to sodium (Strömberg 1991). Molecules larger 
than the pores in fibre walls cannot pass through by diffusion. Washers with 
long retention times display better washing of organic solids relative to sodium 
than washers with short retention times. The time for achieving the equilibrium 
is significant, so without sufficient retention time, it is not possible to achieve 
good washing results (Ala-Kaila et al. 1996, Strömberg 1991). 

The diffusion continues until the concentration in the external liquid and 
immobile liquid are equal or the system has reached some other form of 
equilibrium, such as Donnan equilibrium. Donnan theory describes the 
distribution of ions between the aqueous phase in fibres and the external 
solution. The theory suggests that when fibre suspensions reach equilibrium, 
concentrations in the free liquid and liquid in the fibre wall are not necessarily 
the same (Räsänen 2003). 

In addition to diffusion, sorption also takes place during washing. Sorption is 
the phenomenon that makes soluble substances accumulate at the solid-liquid 
interface on the surface of pulp fibres (Krotscheck 2006). Changes in pH 
fundamentally affect sorption. Since the net charge of pulp surfaces is typically 
negative, the sorption mechanisms of cations are also of primary interest in pulp 
washing (Sjöström 1989). 

Normally, the wash water in the brown stock wash is organised in a counter 
current manner, where the cleanest available wash water is routed to the final 
washing stage first. The filtrate from this stage is then sent backwards through 
each of the previous stages in the direction opposite the pulp flow. This enables 
us to keep the wash water consumption at a reasonable level without sacrificing 
the washing result. Using clean water as the wash water in every washer would 
achieve the best possible washing results, however if all filtrates have to be 
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recycled, and thus not sent to the external effluent treatment department, the 
evaporation costs would increase to a very high level. In addition, if clean wash 
water were to be used in every washer, concentration differences between wash 
filtrate and pulp would become very high at the beginning of brown stock 
washing, which is highly alkaline. This would also reduce pH, favouring the 
precipitation of lignin and hemicelluloses from the liquid part back onto fibres.  

One washing modification is fractional washing where the counter current 
filtrate overflow is divided into fractions with different physical properties 
(concentration, pH, temperature) (Ala-Kaila 1997). These fractions are used 
separately in earlier stages of washing, Fig 5. It has been stated that fractional 
washing improves washing efficiency in many cases (Ala-Kaila 1997; Tervola et 
al. 1993; Qvintus and Tervola 1996; Joronen et al. 1998). Fractional washing 
proved to be especially beneficial for the removal of quick leaching components 
(such as metal ions and small molecules). Fractional washing is used in DD-
washers, for example, which were also under investigation in this study. Using 
this filtrate circulation, it is possible to keep a lower concentration in mass flow 
than in conventional circulation. Lower concentration in mass flow intensifies 
the mass transfer from the inside of fibres outwards. 

 

Fig. 5 Schematic of a two-stage fractional washing (Krotscheck 2006) 

 

2.1.2 Flow in porous media 

The fibre network in the pulp sheet inside a pulp washer is sensitive to external 
compacting forces and how much the network is compacted depends on the 
basic fibre properties such as fibre size distribution, fibre flexibility and particle 
dimensions. The general properties of fibre networks can be described by 
studying a solid-liquid separation process, where liquid is separated from the 
slurry or displaced through the slurry with a medium that allows liquid but not 
solids to pass (Gullichsen 2000). This is described by Darcy’s law, which 
describes fluid flow through a porous medium, (Eq. 1). It has been shown that 
Darcy’s law is valid in the case of slow laminar incompressible flow and 
predominantly viscous forces. Therefore, the Reynolds number Re is low. The 
Reynolds number describes the ratio between the inertial and viscous forces 
(Tervola 1999).  
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    (1) 

 

where, 

 is the superficial liquid velocity through a pulp bed [m/s], 

Kp is the permeability of the pulp bed [m2], 

pl is the pressure drop over the bed [Pa], 

μl is the dynamic viscosity of flowing liquid [Pas], and 

L is the thickness of the bed [m]. 

 

Permeability is a measure of the ease with which fluids may traverse the 
medium under the influence of applied pressure. Permeability therefore defines 
the resistance to fluid flow through the bed. Permeability is constant for 
incompressible solids, but for compressible cakes it depends on the applied 
pressure, concentration, arrangement and properties of the media. One of the 
widely accepted derivations of permeability and its relationships to porous 
medium properties is the Kozeny-Carman equation (Bear 1988), which is valid 
when  < 0.8 and the flow is laminar, (Eq. 2): 

 

  (2) 

 

where, 

k2 is the Kozeny constant, 

S0 is the specific surface area of the bed material (fibre) exposed to liquid 
flow [m2/m3], and 

 is the bed porosity 

 

Compressibility is a measure of the mechanical strength of a material. Cake 
compressibility depends on the cake, fibre to fibre friction and pH (Gren 1973; 
Happel and Brenner 1965). 
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2.1.3 Displacement principle 

The four most important variables that influence the result of displacement 
washing are displacement velocity, pulp pad thickness and consistency, and 
temperature. In addition, pH, air content of pulp and the characteristics of 
fibres could be mentioned. The factors affecting the efficiency of displacement 
washing have been examined in several studies (Grén 1973; Grähs 1976; Lee 
1979; Lee 1984; Grén and Ström 1985; Hakamäki and Kovasin 1985; Trinh et al. 
1987; Josephson 1995; Trinh et al. 1989; Eriksson and Grén 1987). The authors 
of these studies (1973, 1976, 1979, 1984, 1985, 1985, 1987, 1995, 1989 and 1987) 
disagree on the magnitude and direction of some of the effects. According to 
Trinh et al. (1989), the reason for that has been the complicated dependency of 
the variables and the use of different parameters in the evaluation of the 
washing effectiveness. In addition, different pulps and divergent interpretations 
of the experimental methods for the effect of the results have not been 
sufficiently evaluated.  

According to Darcy’s law, displacement velocity is directly dependent on 
pressure gradient over the cake for incompressible pulp cake. This is not the 
case for pulp stocks, because of the compressibility of the cake. The raising of 
the pressure gradient increases displacement velocity, but compression of the 
cake increases drainage resistance at the same time and thus the effect of the 
pressure gradient on the displacement velocity increases non-linearly. The 
increasing of the pressure gradient raises the displacement velocity very quickly 
at the beginning, and if the pressure gradient continues to increase, it will lead 
to displacement velocity slowdown, which is a consequence of the flow 
resistance of the compressible cake. 

 It has been found that pulp pad thickness is inversely proportional to 
displacement velocity in many pulps according to Darcy’s law. When the 
consistency of pulp increases, porosity decreases and drainage resistance 
increases. When pulp consistency increases in displacement, less water needs 
to be displaced, but then a greater pressure gradient or a longer time in constant 
pressure displacement is also needed because drainage resistance of 
displacement has been increased (Wakeman 1979). On the other hand, the feed 
consistency of the pulp should be as low as possible, because low feed 
consistency improves the fluidity of the pulp slurry, and this must be 
complimented with uniform distribution across the full length of the washer. 
Dense areas of pulp will have a slower velocity of wash liquor and liquor will be 
directed to adjacent areas, leaving unwashed pulp in its wake (Shackford 1997). 
He has also stated the “Golden Rule of Washing” – that each fibre obtains its 
equal portion of wash water. It is more likely to occur at a lower consistency with 
good mixing (i.e. with less flocks). However, the effects of consistency on 
displacement washing vary between pulp types. Different pulps will have 
slightly different drainage as a function of inlet consistency (Shackford 1992). 

Temperature affects both liquid and solid material in the pulp slurry. When 
the temperature of the pulp slurry is increased, the dynamic viscosity of liquid 
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and the specific surface area of the pulp are decreased, and consequently, 
displacement velocity is increased. Grén (1973) stated that when the 
temperature rose from 50 °C to 70 °C, the specific surface area of pine sulphate 
pulps has decreased by up to 10 – 20%. Grén (1973) suspects the reason for the 
decrease in the specific surface area is the softening of the hemicelluloses at 
temperatures over 60 °C. In such cases, softened pieces of fibre integrate into 
fibres hence opening flow channels. In addition, organic and inorganic 
substances which are stacked onto the surface and inside the fibres could be 
diffused out more easily by using higher washing temperatures (Grén 1973). 
Hakamäki and Kovasin (1985) studied the effect of pulp temperatures between 
through filtrate dynamic viscosity, and lower viscosities mean increased 
filtration capacity. However, they did not investigate the effect of temperature 
on washing effectiveness. A particularly favourable effect of increasing the 
temperature in practical washers is the effect on the hydrodynamics of the 
washing liquid. At higher temperatures, viscosity is lower, less air remains in 
the pulp, the fibre pad is more porous and foaming is less likely to occur 
(Eriksson and Grén 1987). 

Displacement velocity decreases when the pH increases. In alkaline conditions 
fibres swell, while their specific volume increases. Fibres strive to swell towards 
the lumen, but broken surfaces of fibres could also swell outwards. Swelling 
itself makes fibres stiffer, which simplifies drainage. On the other hand, if fibre 
surface fracture/breakage is high in the slurry, this could cause bigger drainage 
resistance (Grén 1973; Lindström and Carlsson 1982). The drainage rate begins 
to improve as the pH is reduced to below 11, and levels out at around pH 9.5. 
Further reduction beyond this point brings no more washing performance 
improvement. Instead, there is then an increasing quality risk of the re-
precipitation of dissolved lignin onto the fibres (Krotscheck 2006, Koljonen 
2004).  

Air in the pulp retards its drainage. Hakamäki and Kovasin (1985) found that 
the capacity of the test bed washers decreased 25% when pulp air content grew 
from 0 to 5 vol-%. According to Kurtz (1981), free air which passes along with 
fibres could create permanent foam that blocks channels and when it breaks, it 
flocculates impurities which are accumulated in the bubbles. In addition, very 
small air bubbles reduce drainage, because bubbles block the spaces between 
fibres and then make flow through a fibre net complicated. The dissolved air in 
wash filtrates could also cause bubbles, which complicates drainage even in 
ideal circumstances. 

In summary, the characteristics of fibres affect the formed pulp cake. The 
length distribution, curling, stiffness and swelling of fibres, and the amount of 
fines affect the pulp cakes’ stiffness and porosity. The greater proportion of 
longer fibres there are, compared to smaller ones, the more porous a cake 
becomes. Straighter fibres rather than ones exhibiting curling are clear signs of 
increased pulp cake porosity. Stiff fibres also increase the porosity of the cake. 
Swollen fibres reduce the porosity of the cake. A marked increase in the amount 
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of fines reduces the porosity of the formed pulp cake. According to one-sided 
drainage, the distribution of the fines is not constant with the cake’s thickness 
ratio, particularly when the cake is formed by drainage (Grén 1973). 

2.1.4 Black box model 

Process models are widely used in the analysis of the washing operation. In 
process models the efficiency of washing is often expressed as a single 
performance parameter. DR (Perkins 1954), Norden’s E-factors (Norden 1966) 
and yield Y are the most commonly used performance parameters when 
evaluating the effectiveness of single washers. The DR value is defined 
according to (Eq. 3), and can be considered as the reduction of the impurity 
concentration in the pulp mat in relation to what is theoretically possible with 
the wash liquor employed.  

The Norden E-factor is defined according to (Eq. 4), and the idea being to 
characterise the performance of a washing system in terms of the equivalent 
number of ideal counter current dilution-thickening stages. One ideal dilution-
thickening stage consists of mixing the fibre suspension with the wash water or 
the filtrate from the following stage and then thickening it to the desired stock 
consistency. The efficiency at fixed discharge stock consistency (Est) is defined 
according to (Eq. 5) (Haapamäki 1979, Andersson 2006). The yield can be 
defined according to (Eq. 6) (Tervola et al. 2011). This newer model eliminates 
the non-zero concentration problem in the wash liquid which was in the original 
Y equation.  Fig. 6 represents the black box model of a washing system and the 
symbols used in the three equations are illustrated. In the washing system, C0 
represents the feed stock consistency into the system and C1 the discharge stock 
consistency from the system. L0 and L1 represent the amount of liquor with pulp 
in the inlet and outlet flows, and V1 and V2 represent filtrate and wash liquor 
flows respectively – all presented as the ratio of mass flow rate of liquid to the 
mass flow rate of dry fibre. Variables x0, x1, y1 and y2 represent the solute weight 
fractions in L0, L1, V1 and V2. 
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                                                                               (3) 

                           (4) 

                                             (5) 

   (6) 

where, 

DF = V2 – V1 

L0 = (100 – C0)/C0 

L1 = (100 – C1)/C1 

Lst = (100 – Cst)/Cst 

 

Fig. 6 Schematic flow diagram of a washing system 

Use of the E-factor reduces the process to a “black box” as it represents the 
overall effectiveness of the washing system. The factor does not describe how 
the washing takes place, for instance by cake washing and/or dilution 
thickening (Tervola and Gullichsen 2007). Benefits associated with the E-
function are that it considers the amount of wash liquor being used to achieve 
the washing results, and that it also considers the washing done by a consistency 
increase (Andersson 2006). The E-value is also quite constant at different 
dilution factors. E-factors depend on the type of fibres, loading, position on the 
washing line, mechanical condition and operation mode of the washer, 
temperature of incoming flows and many other washing-related factors (Tervola 
and Gullichsen 2007). The drawback of employing the DR factor is that the 
factor is sensitive to the amount of wash liquid. Neither does it pay attention to 
the feed and discharge consistency (Tervola et al. 2011). The yield is again also 
sensitive to the feed and discharge consistencies, hence care must be taken when 
comparing different washers (Tervola et al. 2011). 
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To create good conditions for oxygen delignification reactions and to minimise 
carryover to bleaching, a certain washing efficiency is needed. For hardwood 
pulp applications, washing efficiency requirements are typically expressed in 
terms of an E10 value, approximately 12 before and 8 after oxygen 
delignification. For softwood pulp applications, the corresponding efficiencies 
are 15 and 8 (Tervola et al. 2011). Expressed as COD wash loss, less than 100 kg 
COD/tonne of pulp before oxygen delignification and 5 to 10 kg COD/tonne of 
pulp before bleaching are the required levels that need to be attained.   

The typical feed consistencies, discharge consistencies and washing 
efficiencies of the most common washer types are shown in Table 3. In practice, 
washers are used at very high capacity, they are sometimes fouled/dirty and 
operating parameters could often be faulty, so the E-values mentioned are not 
generally achieved.   

Table 3 Typical feed consistencies, discharge consistencies and washing efficiencies of 
different washing devices (Tervola et al. 2011), (* modified from Kovasin 2002) 

Washer 
Feed 
consistency, 
% 

Discharge 
consistenc
y, % 

E10 for COD at DF = 
2.78 t/bdmt 

Continuous digester 10 10 4-8* 
Modified batch digester 7-10 7-10 2-3* 
Pressure diffuser 10 10 4-6 
1-stage atmospheric diffuser  10 10 3-5 
2-stage atmospheric diffuser  10 10 7-8 
Wash press 3-9 28-35 3-7 
Pressurised filters 3-4 12-14 3-5 
Vacuum filters 1-2 12-14 2-4 
1-stage drum displacer 

washer 4-10 12-14 4-5 

2-stage drum displacer 
washer 4-10 12-14 8-11 

3-stage drum displacer 
washer 4-10 12-14 11-13 

4-stage drum displacer 
washer 4-10 12-14 13-16 
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2.2 Washers 

In this chapter, the operation principle of the studied washers is presented. 

2.2.1 Drum washers 

Drum washers can be divided into two categories, depending on their 
operating principle: pressure filters and vacuum filters. Pressure filters use an 
overpressure outside the pulp bed, pushing the wash filtrate through the pulp 
mat and vacuum filters use a vacuum which is produced by a drop leg to pull 
wash filtrate through the pulp mat. The pressure filter’s mechanical 
construction is closed and sealed, so gas emissions from pressure filters are 
lower than those from a vacuum filter (Turner et al. 1996, Crotogino et al. 1987). 
The washing operation of drum filters is based on dilution/extraction and 
displacement washing. 

Pressure washers 

One type of pressure filter is the drum displacer (DD) washer, where the pulp 
is washed by displacement operation, Fig 7. The heart of the DD washer is the 
rotating drum, which is divided into compartments made in the longitudinal 
direction of the washer. The bottom of each pulp compartment is fabricated 
from perforated plate material. No wires or cloths are needed. Under the 
perforated plates are the filtrate compartments, which are connected to the 
filtrate collecting chamber at the end of the drum. The pulp is fed at a pressure 
of 0.1 - 0.5 bar to the inlet box, where it is distributed evenly into the pulp 
compartments of the drum and thickened to a uniform cake that fills the 
compartment (Tervola et al. 2011). 

 

Fig. 7 Schematic of a rotary two-stage pressure filter washer, with a horizontal diagram to 
illustrate the washing sequence 
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Pulp enters at 3 - 5% consistency or at 10 - 12% consistency, depending on the 
design chosen.  The feed box is separated from the washing zone and from the 
pulp outlet box by sealing bars. The sealing bar of the washing zone also wipes 
off the pulp cake so the compartments are uniformly filled with pulp when they 
rotate into the washing zone. Normal pulp cakes thickness is 4 to 5 cm. A closed 
pressurised inlet box, a stable inlet pressure and the thickness of the pulp layer 
produce a pulp cake with uniform drainage properties, a prerequisite for 
efficient washing. The washing consistency of the cake is 9 - 13% (Tervola et al. 
2011). 

There can be between one and four washing stages on a single drum. After 
passing through the pulp cake, the filtrates are collected in the filtrate chamber. 
From the filtrate chamber, the filtrate is pumped to the previous stage in the 
opposite direction of the pulp flow as counter current washing. Each stage is 
divided into two or three washing fractions. The horizontal diagram in Fig. 7 
illustrates the washing sequence of a two-stage DD washer. The wash filtrate is 
distributed from the washer casing at 0.5 - 1.0 bar pressure, evenly over the 
washing zones. The pressure of the wash filtrate is increased slightly between 
washing stages by using circulation filtrate pumps. During washing, the pulp 
and filtrate compartments are always submerged (hydraulically filled). The 
displacement speed of the washing liquid through the cake is constant and the 
cake is formed under air-free conditions, and washing in the DD is pressurised 
and closed (Tervola et al. 2011). 

Pulp rotating past the final wash zone enters a vacuum zone where mat 
consistency is raised to approximately 15% by a vacuum pump. A releasing of 
pulp cake from a locker occurs by blowing compressed air into the filtrate 
channels. After that, spray washers clean the lockers and then they return again 
to the feed stage. 

 

Vacuum filters 

The rotary vacuum drum filter is the conventional washer, was the most 
common type of washer 25 years ago and is probably still the most widely used. 
The outer mantle of the filter is a perforated plate covered by a plastic or metal 
wire cloth. Inside, the drum filtrate channels and pipes collect and lead the 
filtrate to the suction head connected to a drop leg. Pulp is diluted to a low 
consistency with recirculated filtrate from the filtrate tank. A well homogenised 
pulp suspension enters the vacuum filter feed vat at a consistency of 0.7% - 1.5%, 
an optimal consistency of between 1.0 and 1.25% for softwood and 1.1% and 1.5% 
for hardwood when the washer operates at design capacity. Vat consistencies 
are normally higher in overloaded equipment to increase capacity, because the 
limitation associated with this type of filter is governed by the filtrate handling 
capacity of the system.  From the feed vat, the suspension overflows evenly into 
the drum vat, Fig. 8. When the drum channel sinks into the pulp suspension, it 
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fills with filtrate under the influence of gravity. (Turner et al. 1996, Tervola et al. 
2011) 

 

Fig. 8 Operation of vacuum washer with different stages (top) and schematic arrangement of a 
vacuum filter installation with a filtrate tank (below) (Tervola et al. 2011) 

The gravity stage is followed by the vacuum stage. In the vacuum stage, 
filtration occurs by a vacuum produced by a drop leg. The filtrate passes the 
valve of the vacuum head to the drop leg. When the pulp bed rises from the filter 
vat, the channels empty under the influence of the vacuum. When the bed is 
dewatered sufficiently to a consistency of 8% - 10%, displacement washing 
starts. Washing liquor feeds smoothly onto the pulp bed through shower pipes. 
The vacuum is released by the blind sector in the vacuum head immediately 
before the pulp bed is released from the drum surface. Before the pulp bed’s 
release, the liquor channels are emptied to avoid pulp rewetting. Before the next 
operation cycle, the wire cloth is washed clean by the filtrate. The outlet 
consistency is typically 12% or higher, but it can be as low as 8% if the washer is 
overloaded or if air entrainment is a problem (Turner et al. 1996, Tervola et al. 
2011).  
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2.2.2 Diffusers 

There are two types of diffuser: atmospheric and pressure. An atmospheric 
diffuser can be a one-stage/single-screen or a two-washing-stage/double-
screen diffuser. Atmospheric diffusers consist of an inlet cone, casing with 
cover, vertically moving screen assembly, liquor distributor, rotating ring 
scraper and nozzle arms, gearbox, elevating device with a hydraulic system for 
screen movement, and a pressure equalising tank. The screen assembly is a set 
of four to ten vertical, concentric, double-sided screen rings. These rings are 
mounted on arms connected to hydraulic cylinders that raise the screen 
assembly with the pulp (Tervola et al. 2011, Turner et al. 1996). Fig. 9 shows 
the placement of the units. 

 

Fig. 9 Placement of the units. 

In principle, the operation and mechanical construction of the atmospheric 
diffuser are similar in the different designs, except for the location and working 
direction of the hydraulic cylinders. Next, the operation of the diffuser 
presented above is introduced. MC-consistency pulp enters the atmospheric 
diffuser from below through the conical inlet. The screen unit moves upwards 
slightly faster than pulp. The rotating arms and nozzles distribute washing 
liquid between the rings. The liquor entering with the pulp is displaced radially 
in both directions by the wash liquid. Filtrate is extracted through the screen 
plates and collected in the filtrate tank via the ring pipe outside the casing. After 
about one minute of upward movement, the screen stops in its top position. The 
liquor extraction closes for a few seconds of retention. With a rapid downward 
stroke, the strainer holes are then cleaned by the combined effect of the 
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movement and liquor back-flush from the pressure equalising tank. Washed 
pulp is scraped off by the ring scraper and drops by gravity into a storage tower 
or a stand pipe ahead of the MC pump (Tervola et al. 2011). 

The pressure diffuser in Fig. 10 was developed as an application of 
atmospheric diffusers. It is built to operate at digester pressure and is most 
commonly positioned directly after a digester or an oxygen delignification 
tower. There are also two types of pressure diffusers: the pulp flow direction is 
downward or upward. In the upward flow design, pulp of 10% to 12% enters the 
bottom inlet of the pressure diffuser. The pulp passes up through the annulus 
between the screen and the baffles on the inside of the shell, forming a uniform 
150 mm-thick bed of pulp. A rotating discharge scraper at the top outlet ensures 
uniform pulp flow through the unit. Since this is a pump-through device, the 
pulp is discharged with sufficient pressure to flow to the next process. The 
slightly conical screen causes an automatic back-flush during the rapid 
downward stroke of each cycle. Washing is performed as a result of the lateral 
displacement of wash filtrate through the pulp bed. The wash filtrate enters 
through a series of wash baffles inside the shell. Liquor is displaced through the 
pulp bed and the extraction screen into the central collection chamber (Tervola 
et al. 2011). 

 

Fig. 10 Construction of a pressure diffuser and pulp and filtrate flows in a diffuser (Tervola et al. 
2011, Turner et al 1996) 
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2.3 Measurement of wash loss 

2.3.1 Background 

Wash loss is the amount of soluble (washable) inorganic and organic 
compounds that still remain in the pulp suspension after washing. Wash loss 
can originate from the pulp itself (reaction products) or from the wash water 
used (e.g. condensates, recirculated washing filtrates). The traditional method 
for evaluating wash loss in brown stock washing is the amount of sodium (kg 
Na2SO4/tonne of oven dry tonne of pulp, ODt) in the pulp suspension after 
washing, i.e. it refers to the recovery yield of sodium (SCAN-C 30:73). This 
standard method (SCAN-C 30:73) was considered obsolete in January 2003, so 
it is no longer an official method. The disadvantage of this method is that it does 
not take into consideration other substances retained in the pulp suspension, 
such as lignin and other organic compounds (Sankari 2004). 

Nowadays, wash losses are evaluated by measuring individual parameters 
such as COD, TOC, sodium content, conductivity, etc. (Lunn 2000). Of these, 
COD (chemical oxygen demand) has partly replaced Na measurement as an 
indicator in both brown stock washing and in bleaching as the most used wash 
loss method. In bleaching, COD is a better way to measure wash loss than the 
amount of sodium because organic compounds causing wash loss may also have 
an effect on bleaching chemical consumption (Strömberg 1991).  

Studies (Viirimaa et al. 2002; Sillanpää et al. 2003a; Sillanpää et al. 2003b; 
Sankari et al. 2004a and Sankari et al. 2004b), where the composition and 
certain components of wash loss were investigated, have shown that there were 
several compounds which cause organic load (COD) in the wash waters but that 
only some of them are detrimental/harmful to the process. In oxygen 
delignification, kraft lignin and inorganic sulphur compounds (sodium 
thiosulphate and sodium hydrogen sulphide) could be mentioned as real wash 
loss compounds. Similarly, low molecular weight organic compounds such as 
methanol (which cause a high COD load) were completely harmless compounds 
in the washing and the following bleaching stages.  

The traditional parameters used are not adequate to evaluate the real washing 
loss in real time (Bottan 1993; Sankari 2004 and Sillanpää 2005). It is arguable 
that more modern means and online measurement devices are needed in 
washing result evaluation for the whole fibre line. Sankari (2004) stated for 
example that in oxygen delignification and the beginning of ECF bleaching it 
would be better to measure the amount of dissolved lignin instead of measuring 
COD as wash loss. That is because lignin has a foremost effect on the bleaching 
responses like brightness, Kappa and viscosity. Also some compounds may 
cause a lot of COD (e.g. methanol), but they are not important for environmental 
and process concerns (Viirimaa et al. 2002). 
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The refractometer measures the concentration of washable liquid substances 
in real time. It detects dissolved organic and inorganic materials which are also 
mainly responsible for wash loss in chemical pulping, very well due to their high 
refractive indexes (for example lignin, sodium, chloride and sulphate). 
Refractive indexes of these substances are presented in Table 4.  These 
substances are mainly responsible for wash loss in chemical pulping.  
Encouragingly, a new company has recently been commercially developing a 
new sensor able to measures the dissolved lignin content in the pulp slurry using 
a principle based on optical measurements for optimising fibre line operation 
(Andersson et al. 2013).  

2.3.2 Losses in sub-processes 

Wash loss substantially affects the performance of many sub-processes in the 
fibre line, including oxygen delignification. Normally, the stoichiometry of 
oxygen bleaching is such that, for each unit of kappa number decrease, about 
0.13% NaOH (o.d. pulp basis) is required for softwoods and about 0.16% for 
hardwoods (McDonough 1996). Oxygen consumption is normally about 0.14% 
per unit of kappa number decrease for softwood and 0.16% for hardwoods 
(McDonough 1996). High wash loss into the oxygen delignification stage due to 
poor brown stock washing reduced the performance of oxygen delignification 
and decreased both pulp strength and consumed oxygen and alkali (Allison et 
al. 2000; Iijima and Taneda 1997; Miller et al. 1998, Miller et al.1991; Andbacka 
1998). Thus, the anticipated kappa reductions are not achieved (Miller et al. 
1998). Miller et al. (1991) have shown that the retardation of delignification is 
approximately one kappa unit when the total solids carryover to the oxygen 
stage is increased by 50 kgDS / BDt. The degree of delignification is normally in 
the range of 35 - 50%. However, selectivity usually remained nearly constant 
until about 50% of the lignin has been removed from the pulp, after which it 
deteriorates.  

There are also results showing that the origin of wash loss has an effect on the 
performance of oxygen delignification (Iijima and Taneda 1997; Andbacka 
1998; Magnotta and Courchene 1982). Filtrate-dissolved material originating 
from the digester has a more negative effect on the performance of oxygen 
delignification than dissolved material from the oxygen stage, which has the 
same COD level (Andbacka 1998). Optimum performance is obtained in an 
oxygen delignification stage when oxidised solids carryover is limited to 150 kg 
of dissolved solids/ODt, and raw black liquor solids carryover is limited to 45 kg 
of dissolved solids/ODt for a total black liquor solids carryover of 195 kg 
dissolved solids/ODt (Miller et al. 1991). Wash loss could increase the 
temperature in the oxygen delignification tower because of the residual alkali 
present in black liquor and the exothermic oxidation reaction (Vuorenvirta et 
al. 2000). However, black liquor containing wash loss easily reduces the overall 
selectivity (  viscosity /  kappa number) of the oxygen delignification and 
thereby reduces pulp viscosity (Parthasarathy 1990).  
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The performance of oxygen delignification also significantly affects bleaching 
costs. When the Kappa number after the oxygen stage is reduced, less chemicals 
are needed in the following bleach plant. During washing after the oxygen stage, 
it is also important that dissolved reaction products from oxygen delignification 
be washed away before bleaching and the desired chemicals savings are 
achieved. By using copious quantities of washing water, it is possible to decrease 
wash loss and reduce bleaching chemical costs. Fig. 11 shows a typical 
relationship for bleach chemical costs valid for the USA in 1997 versus dilution 
factor (Compton 1997). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 11 Bleach chemical costs versus dilution factor (Compton 1997) 

Improved brown stock washing indirectly decreases the costs of waste water 
treatment plant (WWTP) in a chemical pulp mill. If more black liquor -based 
organics and salt cake that can be kept in the liquor cycle, less material is sent 
to the WWTP. These savings include a reduction in nutrient chemical costs and 
could possibly also lead to a decrease in the number of aerators required to 
operate in the mill’s WWTP aerated stabilisation basin (Compton 1997). 

2.3.3 Conductivity 

Conductivity analysers measure the ionic concentration of electrolyte in 
samples. Cells and instruments are designed to measure the electrical resistance 
(or its reciprocal, the conductance) in a volume element of the electrolyte and 
to limit electrolyte/solution interfacial contributions to this measurement. The 
unit of conductance, the reciprocal of the ohm, is the siemens (S). It expresses a 
measurement of the mobility or velocity of ions in an electrolyte under an 
imposed electric field (Brodgesell and Fletcher 1995).    

Electrical conductivity measurement is potentially useful for kraft mill process 
measurements because it is good in low concentrations of strong electrolytes. 
Experiments conducted by Josephson et al. (1995) led to the conclusion that, 
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owing to the nonlinearity of the calibration curve, conductivity is not a good 
indicator of ionic concentrations when large pH differences are present in an 
experiment. They studied the environmental impact of acidic shower water (pH 

 4.5) usage on the final stage of a brown stock washing system. In pulp 
washing, the conductivity measurement is based on the ionic nature of the 
outgoing chemicals from washing. Correlation between filtrate conductivity and 
the amount of sodium has offered a rapid measurement for estimating washing 
efficiency, for example (Shackford 1997). The problem here is that it does not 
quantify the organic fraction, which is typically 60 - 70% of the total dissolved 
solids (Bottan 1993), and it gives misleading washing efficiency results.  

The measurement of conductivity has been and still is used at several 
production plants for controlling and monitoring the washing of pulp. The 
measurement of conductivity, however, does not suit all levels of concentration 
of dissolved dry solids (washing loss) because although increasing the 
concentration generally increases conductivity, at a sufficiently high 
concentration, the conductivity of the liquid will fall (Pihkala 2004). Courchene 
et al. (1993) concluded that the disadvantages of conductivity measurements 
have been the need for temperature compensation, electrode fouling, long-term 
drift, interference from other ions, and solution polarisation. 

2.3.4 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is the equivalent amount of oxygen with the 
oxidant (e.g. potassium dichromate K2Cr2O7) consumed by dissolved and 
suspended organic matter in the sample when it is oxidised with a standard 
procedure (SFS 5504 1988). Nowadays, wash loss is mainly evaluated by 
measuring the amount of COD, because COD wash loss describes the washing 
efficiency of pulp much better than sodium wash loss. That is because the 
constituents of the COD are totally dissolved in water (Shackford 1992). The 
most important chemical compounds causing COD in filtrates are lignin, 
carbohydrates, methanol, low molecular weight organic acids and extractives 
(Herstad-Svärd et al. 1998). 

It is valuable to determine the organic fraction because it will have an effect 
on the formation of chloro-organics (Bottan 1993). While COD is a useful 
method (and for example shows independence to added chemicals to pulp), this 
method also has disadvantages. Measuring COD is an incomplete measure of 
performance because it disregards the inorganic fraction in the process, making 
an accurate determination of washing losses or washing efficiency impossible 
(Bottan 1993). For example, other drawbacks of using the COD method in 
brown stock washing include the complexity of the test, which makes it less 
attractive for the continuous monitoring of operations, and the difficulty of 
repeating results accurately, especially at the low end of the range (less than 10 
kg/tonne COD).  

Ala-Kaila et al. (1996) has mentioned that standard methods for washing loss 
determination for COD do not sufficiently account for slow diffusion. 
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Measurement results may hence be seriously erroneous.  In addition, many 
chemical compounds contribute to COD load, but ultimately most of them have 
no real impact on the response variables (i.e. kappa number, brightness and 
viscosity). According to recent studies (Bottan 1993; Sankari 2004; Sillanpää 
2005), the common COD measurement method generally used is not adequate 
for evaluating real washing loss. 

2.3.5 Dissolved dry solids 

Bottan (1993) has stated that comparing two washing systems must be done 
under comparable operating conditions, monitoring the removal of all 
components (organic and inorganic) which can be washed out of the pulp. So, 
total dissolved solids (TDS) has proved to be a reliable parameter for measuring 
washing efficiency, because it considers both organic and inorganic fractions, 
and all washable solids are taken into consideration. 

From a practical standpoint, the evaluation of washing efficiency based on 
dissolved solids is simple, inexpensive and repeatable, and it has been used 
widely for experiments on and troubleshooting of brown stock washing systems. 
Its determination is made by evaporating a liquor sample to constant dryness, 
and is generally expressed as % dissolved solids (in liquor sample) (Shackford 
1997). Dissolved dry solids content could be measured online by a process 
refractometer which calculates analysis concentrations (sum parameter) in 
solutions by measuring the refractive index. 

Josephson et al. (1993) has studied the control of brown stock washing using 
a laboratory displacement cell to simulate a washing stage in their experiments. 
They mentioned that the relationship between Refractive Index (RI) and total 
solids is linear for the ranges of interest, and calibration of the RI line is easily 
accomplished by oven drying samples. However, the use of RI as a measurement 
technique suffers from two disadvantages:  1) the RI of a solution is dependent 
on its temperature, and 2) the RI calibration can change if the nature of the 
components that make up the solids changes (Josephson et al. 1993).  

Dissolved dry solids measured by the refractometer versus the dry solids 
analysed by standard method (SFS 3008) are presented in Fig. 12. It can be 
seen that the correlation of the measurement results with softwood is good, with 
a slope of 0.94 and R2 0.97. The differences between the wood species are also 
observed with the slope of hardwood (birch) being lower than softwood. The 
difference between hardwood and softwood is due to the different composition 
of filtrate from different wood species, there being more lignin (with high 
refractive index) in softwood (pine) filtrate than in hardwood (birch) filtrate. To 
utilise this measurement system, calibration should be performed separately for 
different process stages and wood species (Paper II). 
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Fig. 12 Dissolved dry solids measured by the refractometer versus dissolved dry solids 
analysed by the SFS 3008 standard (Paper II) 

The dissolved dry solids measured by the refractometer versus the amount of 
lignin in the water suspension are presented in Fig. 13. It can be seen that at 
low concentrations, the refractometer measurement linearly detects lignin 
which is added to pH (10.95) controlled water.  

 

Fig. 13 Dissolved dry solids measured by the refractometer versus the amount of lignin. 
(Toivakainen et al. 2014) 

Measuring the temperature of the sample is still one of the challenges of 
refractometer measurements, especially when the temperature is measured in 
the very low concentration of dissolved dry solids. In the area of brown stock 
washing, where solids concentration is high (g/dm3) and temperature remains 
relatively stable, temperature measurement is not a problem. Using accurate 
temperature measurement and compensation with a separate program can lead 
to exact measurement results. 

Refractometer devices can be installed directly in the pipeline and hence the 
success or failure of washing in a previous washing stage can be detected in a 
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timely fashion. This enables the control of washing by changing the amount of 
wash water, for example. Refractometer measurement, if compared to the COD 
method, is realisable in real time, and a refractometer is also suitable for control 
because of its short response time. 

However, when measuring dissolved dry solids as wash loss, it should be noted 
that the composition of dissolved organic material changes in the black liquor 
according to the chips batch, cooking conditions and circulation liquor changes. 
In addition, there are substantial seasonal variations that should be considered. 
During washing, changes also occur to the composition of the dissolved organic 
material. These composition changes are mainly caused by the following factors: 
pH, ionic concentration, temperature, washing stage and equipment (Laxén 
1996). 

2.4 Refractive index for measuring wash loss  

2.4.1 Theory 

The law of refraction was known to Euclid in 300 BC. He was the first to 
observe that a ray of light bends towards the normal when it passes from a 
medium such as air to a denser medium such as water or glass (Clevett 1986). 
The law of refraction was mathematically formulated first by Ibn Sahl in 984. 
His discovery was not known in Europe, and usually the discovery is attributed 
to Willebrord Snellius (Snell), who rediscovered the law and published it in 1621 
(Clevett 1986). The first laboratory instrument to accurately measure the 
refractive index of liquids was developed by Ernst Abbe in 1874 (Groetsch 1996). 
The first critical angle process refractometer was introduced in the late 1950s 
(Clevett 1986). 

In the 1980s a technique was developed based on measuring an optical image 
using a digital CCD camera. In the late 2000s, a refractometer based on CCD 
camera technology was developed for measuring liquid concentration in pulp 
suspensions. 

A pencil standing in water appears broken at the water line. If sugar is added 
to the water, the pencil will appear to bend even more. This is because light 
travels more slowly in water than through air and even more slowly when 
additional materials are dissolved in it (Brown and Lipták 1995). Refractive 
index measurement is actually a measurement of the speed of light in a medium. 
The speed of light (c) is 299 792 458 m/s in vacuum. In other media the speed 
of light is lower than this value, and the refractive index, R.I., of a medium is a 
measure of how much the speed of light is reduced in the medium. The refractive 
index (n) of a medium is defined as the ratio of speed of light in vacuum (c) in 
to that in the medium (v), (Eq. 7): 

  (7) 
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The speed of light in a medium depends on the medium itself, temperature 
and wavelength. Due to the wavelength dependency, the refractive index is 
measured with monochromatic light. Common practice is to use the sodium D-
line wavelength 589 nm. The refractive index measured at this wavelength is 
usually denoted by nD. The temperature is usually 20 °C or 25 °C (Paper III). 

When studying the wave nature of light, Huygens developed the theory of 
wavefronts (Huygens 1690). When a wavefront of parallel light rays enters the 
interface between an optically denser material (A) and an optically less dense 
material (B) at the angle ( ), one side of the wavefront meets the interface 
earlier than the other side. Fig. 14 depicts this situation. Because the material 
A is optically denser and the speed of light in it lower than in material B, the left 
side of the wavefront travels further (SB) than the right side (SA). This difference 
in the distance forces the ray to change direction. 

 

Fig. 14 Bending of a light ray at an interface 

The distances SA and SB are proportional to the velocities: 

 

This ratio is the relative refractive index between the media (n). 

And then it becomes: 

 

or: 
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If the medium A is optically denser than B, the angle  is always greater than 
. By reorganising Eq. 10, the angle  can be calculated: 

 

When the angle  is increased,  reaches 90° at some point, and the bent rays 
travel along the surface (see Fig. 15). If the angle  is further increased, the 
light cannot enter material B. Instead, it reflects back to A. This phenomenon is 
called total internal reflection. 

 

Fig. 15 Ray at the critical angle 

The angle c at which sin  = 1 is called the critical angle of refraction, and 
it can be calculated as: 

 

And by reorganising: 

 

The refractometer measures the angle c. As nA is the well-known refractive 
index of the measurement prism, the refractive index nB of the sample can be 
easily calculated by using Eq. 13. 
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2.4.2 Measurement principle 

The inline refractometer sensor determines the refractive index nD of the 
process solution. Light from the light source (L) is directed to the interface 
between the prism (P) and the process medium (S), as can be seen in Fig. 16. 
Two of the prism surfaces (M) act as mirrors bending the light rays so that they 
meet the interface at different angles (Groetsch 1996).  

 

Fig. 16 Refractometer principle 

The reflected rays of light form an image (ACB), where (C) is the position of 
the critical angle ray. The rays at (A) are totally internally reflected at the process 
interface, and the rays at (B) are partially reflected and partially refracted into 
the process solution. In this way the optical image is divided into a light area (A) 
and a dark area (B). The position of the shadow edge (C) indicates the value of 
the critical angle. The refractive index nD can then be determined from this 
position (Groetsch 1996). 

 

Fig. 17 Optical image detection 
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After the critical angle position d is determined, the angle  has to be 
calculated. As the relation between d and  depends only on the geometry of the 
optics, this angle is straightforward to calculate. The actual formula depends on 
the optical system itself. Eq. 13 directly provides the refractive index when the 
critical angle is known. 

2.4.3 Accuracy 

The actual numbers vary between different solutions, but usually one per cent 
of concentration corresponds to approximately 0.002 in nD. The refractive 
indexes of some substances by the percentage of weight are presented in Table 
4 (Kopra et al. 2011). 

Table 4. Refractive indexes of some substances by percentage of weight (Kopra et al. 2011), * 
(Dong 1993), ** (Räty 1998) 

Compound Formula Molar mass, 
g/mol R.I./ %ww 

Inorganic    

Sodium hydroxide NaOH M=40.00 0.00274 

Sodium sulphate, 
anhydrous Na2SO4 M=142.04 0.00152 

Sodium carbonate Na2CO3 M=105.99 0.00220 

Sodium chloride NaCl M=58.44 0.00176 

Sodium chlorate NaClO3 M=106.44  

Calcium chloride 
dihydrate CaCl2*2H2O M=147.02 0.00242 

Orthophosphoric acid, 
85% H3PO4 M=98.00 0.00092 

Organic    

Lignin 
C9H10O2, 
C10H12O3, 
C11H14O4 

M=150.17/ 
180.20 / 
210.22 

0.00225 
*’** 

Sucrose C12H22O11 M=342.30 0.00146 

Methanol CH3OH M=32.04 0.00022 

Formic acid, 98-100% HCOOH M=46.03 0.00058 

Acetic acid CH3COOH M=60.05 0.00072 

Urea CO(NH2)2 M=60.06 0.00142 

 

At low concentration levels, an increase in the refractive index is linear for 
several substances, but when the concentration increases, linearity disappears. 
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For some acids, the refractive index can even turn down at very high 
concentrations as can be seen in Fig. 18. 

 

Fig. 18 Changes in the refractive index of acetic acid by percentage of weight (Modified from 
Wolf et al. 1984) 

One centigrade in temperature corresponds to 0.0001 in nD in aqueous 
solutions. The temperature dependency is usually higher with other solvents. 
These numbers show the need for temperature measurement and 
compensation, as a change of one centigrade corresponds typically to a change 
of 0.05% in concentration. The concentration can be calculated from the 
refractive index and temperature when these nonlinear functions are known. 
There are several possible temperature compensation algorithms. In practical 
use, a simple third degree polynomial in both temperature and concentration 
(total 16 coefficients, in certain component manufacturer) is sufficient. 

Precision of the measurement can be verified by measuring R.I. standard 
liquids. The accuracy of the refractive index measurement carried out with this 
principle is typically ±0.0001 in the refractive index. 

The average deviation of the employed refractometer’s measuring results was 
0.1 percentage points in the experiments in Papers I and II. The precision of 
the refractometers used in the experiments in Papers III – V was ten times 
better, 0.01 percentage points. Since these investigations, measuring technology 
has developed further and the results of our newest studies (Kopra et al. 2011, 
Kopra et al. 2013) have proven that variation of the newest precision 
refractometer is ± 0.0015% bw; 15 ppm, which means a resonance of ± 15 
mg/dm3. 

The colour of a solution, bubbles, gases, suspended solids and fibres do not 
affect the position of the shadow line and so too the measurement of the 
refractive index, Fig. 19. A refractometer performs continuous analysis on the 
optical measurement signal. This analysis is used to make decisions on the 
current measurement status, such as “NORMAL OPERATION” or “PRISM 
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COATED”. Situations where the measurement probe does not make full contact 
with the solution can happen, for example when probes are encapsulated in 
large bubbles or when fibre flocks are wiped down the measuring probe (PRISM 
COATED situation). However, our chosen calculation method avoided such 
incorrect measurement results, which can cause the incorrect control of the 
washing. 

In most applications the measurement area is kept clean by the self-cleaning 
effect of the prism surface. In fibre mass, lines the constant abrasion caused by 
the fibres keeps the prism surface clean from coatings of any kind. On the filtrate 
side fouling is caused, mainly by extracts of the birch mass. In such cases, to 
ensure the reliability of the measurement, a regular steam wash is used to clean 
the prism surface. In addition to the quality of the measurement surface (its 
hardness, the degree of polish) the installation particulars (flow rate [over 1.5 
m/s], a high temperature [avoiding crystallization], high pressure [minimizing 
the amount of gas and bubbles]) can have an effect on the speed of the prism 
fouling (Mäntyvaara 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Back scatter 
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3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Research environment 

The experimental part of this thesis was carried out on both laboratory and 
mill scale. In Paper I, the focus of investigation was on the effects of different 
variables on the measurement of the refractive index. The research equipment 
used is presented in Fig. 20. With this test equipment it was possible to recycle 
wash filtrates and suspensions (consistencies up to 4%). A process 
refractometer and conductivity analysers were added to the test bed circulation. 
The test equipment used in the tests is described in detail in Paper I. 

 

 

Fig. 20 Test equipment 

In Paper II the focus was to investigate brown stock washing performance 
before and after oxygen delignification in a kraft pulp mill. The research was 
performed by installing five refractometers on the brown stock washing line, 
Fig 21. 
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Fig. 21 Brown stock washing process and measurement points 1-5 

 

In Paper III the performance of the pressure filter (2-stage 4x6 DD-washer) 
was studied at the mill scale using several refractometers. Four refractometers 
were used to obtain data at seven measurement points in the pressure filter after 
the digester in a brown stock washing line in a Finnish kraft pulp mill. The 
pressure filter being investigated and measurement points are represented in 
Fig. 22. 

 

 

Fig. 22 Measurement points on the pressure filter washer 
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In Papers IV and V the efficiency and performance of the washing line and 
optimum wash water usage level at which washing losses are satisfactory was 
studied. This was done by using real-time refractometer measurements and 
advanced process data analysis tools. A total of 12 continuous refractometers 
were used to obtain data at 13 measurement points in the brown stock washing 
line Fig. 23. 

 

Fig. 23 Brown stock washing process and measurement points 

3.2 Experimental procedure 

Paper I 

The effect of process conditions, such as temperature, consistency and flow 
rate as well as different lignin fractions and other chemicals on the 
measurement of refractive index were studied under laboratory conditions. The 
used experimental circumstances differed from the mill scale conditions due to 
limitations in the laboratory conditions, but the most important aim of the study 
was to find out the effects of the consistency, the temperature and the pulp flow 
rate changes on measurements. 

In temperature test No. 1, solutions which were adjusted to two exact COD-
levels were heated from 25 to 55 °C.  In temperature test No. 2, a 10% 
consistency pulp was heated to more than 80 °C. In the consistency test, the 
pulp was diluted to different consistency levels using filtrates from a local pulp 
mill. In the flow rate test, the velocity was increased from 1 to 2.5 m/s in steps 
of 0.5 m/s. In dilution tests, filtrates were diluted with pure water at the zero 
point. In chemical tests, the equivalent COD and refractive index of methanol, 
formic acid and acetic acids were measured. In lignin tests pure commercial 
lignin (Aldrich 370959) and precipitated lignin from the post-oxygen wash 
filtrates were used. The experiments have been presented in detail in the 
original paper. 

Filtrates and pulp samples were analysed using the following methods: the 
total dissolved solids of the washing filtrates were measured according to SCAN-
N 22:77. The COD of the solutions was measured by the ISO 15705 standard. 
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Conductivity was measured by an Electrodeless Conductivity Analyser (MODEL 
53) from GLI International companies. 

 

Paper II 

The suitability and usability of the refractometer to measure washing loss was 
studied; washing filtrates and filtrates which were centrifuged from the pulp 
were analysed and results for dry solids content (SFS- 3008 standard), 
conductivity and COD (SFS 5504 standard) were compared with refractometer 
measurements.  

Refractometer measurement in the oxygen delignification feed was tested, and 
the level of total dissolved solids of inlet pulp, the consistency of which was 
about 11%, in the oxygen delignification stage was investigated. The correlation 
of online measured dry solids washing loss to the mill laboratory COD analysis 
results was evaluated. 

E10-values for the system were calculated on the basis of the sample lap, and 
an online calculation method for washing effectiveness was generated. 

Paper III 

The optimum operation of the candidate washer (2-stage 4x6 DD-washer) was 
sought by changing process conditions and control parameters with reference 
to concentration measurement data for dissolved dry solids, as obtained with 
the refractometers. The variables selected for the experiments were the amount 
of wash liquid, pulp feed consistency, feed pressure, pulp production rate, feed 
pulp temperature, amount of vacuum filtrate, and seal bar distance from the 
drum. 

Papers IV and V 

The aim of papers IV and V was to examine and improve the brown stock 
washing result and efficiency and also determine the optimum wash water usage 
level at which washing losses are satisfactory. The effect of wash loss on the 
performance of oxygen delignification was also studied. 

Trial runs were carried out around the digester; the pressure diffusers and 
double-filter (two parallel vacuum drum washers) washers. The main idea in the 
digester washing trials was to improve the utilisation of wash water circulation 
in the digester. The effect of the dilution ratio on the pressure diffusers’ washing 
efficiency was studied by increasing the set point of the dilution ratio. In 
addition, the effect of the downward velocity of the pressure diffuser screen on 
the washing efficiency was studied by changing the velocity of the screen. The 
effect of the double-filter’s feed consistency on washing loss and also on 
discharge consistency were studied, as well as how wash loss affected the kappa 
reduction of oxygen delignification. The effect of washing loss on the oxygen 
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delignification’s alkali consumption and the temperature in the oxygen reactor 
was also studied. 

Mathematical calculations have also been performed for examining the effect 
of the dilution factor for evaporation and make-up chemical costs (Paper IV). 
For the evaporation cost calculations, the low pressure steam consumption of 
the evaporation was used. Enthalpy for steam, 2750 kJ/kg, 430 kJ/kg for 
condensate, and the price of the energy (€3/GJ were used in the calculations. In 
deriving the chemical cost calculations, wash loss was measured by the 
refractometer. A NaOH relation graph of the wash loss was determined in the 
laboratory used in the calculations. Ten kgDS/ADt contain approximately 2 kg 
NaOH. The price for NaOH was assumed to be €440/t for these calculations. 
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4 Results and discussion 

 
In this chapter, the results of the mill studies are shown and the meaning of 

pulp washing economics is discussed. Results are presented in the same order 
that the washers are presented in the chapter 2.2. 

4.1 Drum washers 

4.1.1 Pressure washers 

The experimental results of how brown stock feed pressure affects the 
displacement ratio are shown in Fig. 24 (Paper III). Pressurized pulp is 
distributed evenly into the pulp compartments of the drum and thickened into 
a uniform cake that fills the compartment. When the feed pressure is controlled, 
the porosity of pulp cakes is constant. This enables optimal wash results for the 
washer. It can be seen in Fig. 24 that the displacement ratio decreases rapidly 
when the feed pressure drops below 20 kPa. The pulp cake on the washing 
locker/box was not coherent enough at low pressure. Feed pressures at and 
above 30 kPa caused operating control circuit problems in the washer. The 
optimal pulp feed pressure obtained in the trials should be between 20 and 30 
kPa. The feed pressures obtained varied from 20 to 40 kPa according to the 
brand of component used. 

 

Fig. 24 Effect of brown stock feed pressure on the displacement (Paper III) 

The experimental results of how washing consistency (the computational 
consistency on the washing locker) affects the displacement ratio are shown in 
Fig. 25 (Paper III). The displacement ratio increases when the washing 
consistency is increased. The reasons for that are the longer washing time and 
the growing wash ratio. When the average washing consistency is higher in the 
washer and the production ratio is kept constant, the drum turns slower and 
washing time increase. Also, when DF is constant and the washing consistency 
increases, the wash ratio (W = V2/L1) increases. This means that the pulp cake 
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(fibres) obtain relatively more wash water. Clearly a higher consistency of feed 
pulp increases the displacement ratio and thus leads to a more effective 
economical pulp washing. The results of Grén and Ström (1985) are similar, 
showing that using a higher consistency leads to positive impacts on mass 
transfer, and thereby on washing effectiveness. 

 

Fig. 25 Effect of washing consistency on the displacement ratio, (Hardwood, kappa number 
approx.17, DF approx. 2 and production approx. 7.3 kg/s), (Paper III).  

The experimental results of the dilution factor (DF) effect on the displacement 
ratio are shown in Fig. 26 (Paper III). Increasing the DF increases the 
displacement ratio and thus improves washing results. On one hand the results 
indicate that increasing the DF from 1 to 3 can slightly increase the displacement 
ratio (DR). On the other hand, when the DF decreases below unity, the DR of 
the washer decreases very quickly, yielding a low washer performance. The 
more effective the washing, the bigger the change in DR velocity when DF is 
decreased. The DF should therefore be above unity to guarantee unimpeded 
washer performance. However, the use of a dilution factor above two is not 
feasible, because the higher amount of wash water would increase the cost of 
black liquor evaporation. Typically mills operate with a DF above 2 to reduce 
their bleaching costs, but in our examined mill the operating with a DF above 2 
was not economically viable. 

 

Fig. 26 Effect of dilution factor (DF) on the displacement ratio (DR) (Softwood, kappa number 
25, production rate 5.8 kg/s), (Paper III) 
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Filtrate circulations inside the pressure filter were also studied. Fig. 27 
presents the effect of the upper seal bar location on the pressure filter total 
displacement ratio and the first and second section displacement ratios (Paper 
III). It can be seen that the washer displacement ratio decreases when the upper 
seal bar located between the washing sections is slackened by 1.92 mm (12 
turns). The change is clearly evident from the decrease in the displacement ratio 
of the first stage. When the seal bar is tightened and returned to its original 
position, the displacement ratio increases again. The results indicate that by 
shifting the seal bar outward, the wash liquid can escape from the first stage to 
the second stage. The results indicate that the distance of the seal bar from the 
drum can have a significant effect on the displacement ratio. 

 

Fig. 27 The effect of the upper seal bar location on pressure filter total displacement ratio and 
on first and second section displacement ratio. The black vertical dashed lines indicate the time 
when the seal bar was slackened by 12 turns (Paper III). 

The results indicate that the optimal and economical operation of the pressure 
filter can be achieved by changing the processing conditions, and by monitoring 
these changes with the aid of refractometer measurements. Refractometers can 
also be used to monitor the condition of pressure filters. 

 

4.1.2 Vacuum filters 

The experimental results of how feed consistency affects discharge 
consistency are shown in Fig. 28 (Paper IV). The more feed consistency is 
increased, the lower the discharge consistency becomes. This is partly due to the 
unevenness of the pulp layer and the risk of air leaks. This confirms that too 
high a feed consistency harms the double filter’s washing performance.  On the 
other hand, too low a feed consistency causes too much water to be fed to the 
drop leg when the pressure drop in the drop leg increases and pressure on the 
uppercase decreases. These results are similar to the above-mentioned results; 
optimal feed consistency is between 1.1% and 1.5% for hardwood. 
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Fig. 28 Effect of the feed consistency on the double filter’s discharge consistency (Hardwood, 
1150 BDt/d, 8h exp. trial), (Paper IV) 

 It can be seen in Fig. 29 (Paper IV) that when the amount of dilution is 
decreased, the feed consistency is higher than the optimum. By increasing the 
feed consistency above the optimum, the performance of the drum washer 
becomes weaker. For instance, the formation of the sheet is uneven and the air 
separation becomes weaker. As a result of too high a feed consistency, the 
washing efficiency decreases and washing loss increases. This kind of washing 
loss increase is also clearly detectable in the oxygen delignification response at 
the experimental mill, as can be seen in Fig. 30 (Paper IV). As the results 
show, the wash loss level was very high and kappa reduction was also very poor 
before increasing the amount of dilution. 

 

Fig. 29 The amount of dilution and feed consistency to the double filter. The field between the 
black lines indicates the trial period when the amount of dilution to the filter was decreased 
(hardwood, 1150 BDt/d), (Paper IV) 
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Fig. 30. Washing loss to oxygen delignification (O2) and kappa reduction in oxygen 
delignification. The field between the black lines indicates the trial period when the amount of 
dilution to the filter was decreased (hardwood, 1150 BDt/d), (Paper IV) 

The results presented in chapter 4.1 show that by utilizing a continuous 
monitoring system and changing the operational parameters such as feed 
consistency and the amount of wash water, it is possible to improve the 
performance of the pressure and vacuum filters. In other words, it improves the 
washer’s efficiency, reduces the wash loss levels to the next process stage, and 
enables the control of wash water usage to washers, thus avoiding the use of 
extra wash water. 

 

4.2  Diffusers 

The experimental results of how E10 and the amount of washing loss are 
affected by the downward velocity of the screen are shown in Fig. 31 (Paper 
V). On the basis of the experimental results, it can be stated that when the 
downward velocity of the screen is adjusted so that it is too high, the washing 
efficiency of the pressure diffuser deteriorates. The increase in the washing 
efficiency is due to the fact that the breakage of the pulp web is avoided when 
the downward velocity of the screen is adjusted correctly (Lysen 1987). The 
optimum downward velocity of the screen always depends on the velocity of 
pulp. The velocity ratio between the screen and pulp should be close to a value 
of 1. If the velocity of the screen units is too fast, the pulp cake will be whipped, 
which disturbs the displacement operation. Thus there is too little time for 
stable displacement. 
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Fig. 31 The effect of the downward velocity of the screen on the pressure diffuser’s washing 
efficiency E10 and washing loss, (Hardwood 520BDt/d), (Paper V) 

 The experimental results of how E10 and the amount of washing loss are 
affected by the dilution ratio of the diffuser are shown in Fig. 32 (Paper IV). 
E10-values and the amount of washing loss are calculated using the real-time 
refractometer measurement results. From Fig. 32 it can be seen that by 
increasing the dilution ratio, the washing efficiency can be increased. The 
reason for this is that the dilution ratio set point affects the dilution factor value. 
Even if the amount of wash liquor, i.e. V2, is kept the same, the dilution factor 
increases when the dilution ratio set point is increased. This is due to the fact 
that the discharge consistency and the amount of wash filtrate increase as the 
dilution ratio increases. 

 

Fig. 32 The effect of the dilution ratio on the pressure diffuser’s washing efficiency E10 and on 
washing loss, (Paper IV) 

The results mentioned above show that by changing the diffuser’s operational 
parameters to the downward velocity of the screen and dilution ratio and by 
monitoring the changes in washing results using continuous refractometers, it 
is possible to find an optimum operation principle for the diffusers. At the 
optimum level of the washers’ driving parameters, the washers work more 
efficiently and the results are better, as shown in figures 31 and 32. 
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4.3 Effect of wash loss on performance of oxygen delignification 

The effect of the washing loss on the response of oxygen delignification is 
shown in Fig. 33 (Paper V). When the amount of washing loss in the oxygen 
delignification feed increases, the kappa reduction decreases. This is due to the 
fact that oxygen is consumed in the oxidation reactions of the washing loss. Also 
more alkali is consumed in oxygen delignification when the amount of washing 
loss increases. The reason for this is that alkali is consumed in the neutralisation 
reactions of the acids originating from cooking, cf. (Miller et al. 1998). In other 
words, the selectivity and performance of the oxygen delignification stage 
decrease as the amount of washing loss increases. 

Miller et al. (1991) stated in their experiments that optimum performance is 
obtained in an oxygen delignification stage when oxidised solids carryover is 
limited to 150 kg of dissolved solids/o.d. metric tonne and raw black liquor 
solids carryover is limited to 45 kg dissolved solids/o.d. metric tonne for a total 
black liquor solids carryover of 195 kg dissolved solids/o.d. metric tonne. We 
studied carry-over ranges from 150 to 400 kgDS/BDt because these were 
normal amounts in the mill and Miller et al. studied from 15 kg to 300 kg 
RBLS/od metric tonne. The amount of raw black liquor solids and oxidised 
solids carryover were not separated in Paper V, but the critical point of the 
amount of washing loss to oxygen delignification in the experimental mill was 
quite close to the results obtained by Miller et al. (1991), at 250 kg DS/BDt.  
Miller et al. (1991) also showed that the retardation of delignification is 
approximately one kappa unit when the total solids carryover to the oxygen 
stage is increased by 50 kg DS/BDt. The results in Paper V show that the 
retardation of delignification was almost unchangeable from 150 to 250 kg 
DS/BDt, but it was about two kappa units when wash loss increased from a value 
of 250 to 300 kg DS/BDt. The wash loss should therefore be less than 250 kg 
DS/BDt to guarantee unimpeded oxygen delignification performance in this 
mill. 

 

Fig. 33 The effect of the washing loss on oxygen delignification’s kappa reduction, hardwood. 
Feed kappa to oxygen delignification was quite stable at 19 - 19.8, oxygen kappa varied from 
12.7 to 15.2, (Paper V) 
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The effect of the washing loss on the oxygen reactor’s temperature with 
softwood is shown in Fig. 34 (Paper V). It can be seen that the temperature in 
the oxygen reactor correlates clearly with the amount of washing loss. As the 
washing loss to oxygen delignification increases, the temperature in the oxygen 
reactor increases. In the high wash loss levels, residual alkali present in the 
black liquor and the exothermic oxidation reactions of black liquor’s sulphur 
compounds can increase the temperature in the oxygen delignification tower at 
the beginning of the reaction step and thus accelerate unselective reactions in 
the fibre (Vuorenvirta et al. 2000). 

 

Fig. 34 The effect of the washing loss on the oxygen reactor’s temperature with softwood. An 
hour average from June 2009 to August 2009, (Paper V) 

These experimental results show that the amount of wash loss in the oxygen 
stage has a remarkable impact on the performance of this stage. It can be stated 
that temperature increase in the oxygen reactor is a form of wash loss indicator. 
If there is a lot of wash loss in the oxygen reactor originating from cooking, the 
temperature increases in the oxygen reactor. By monitoring the wash loss level 
and controlling the amount of wash water so that the amount of wash loss is 
suitable for the performance of the oxygen delignification, it is possible to boost 
the performance of oxygen delignification and save chemicals. 

 

4.4 Effect of dilution factor on evaporation costs and make-up 
chemical costs 

 The optimum set point of the dilution factor varies notably depending on 
different factors. The dilution factor is defined by considering the evaporation 
costs of black liquor, the manufacturing cost of fresh process water, savings of 
condensates, losses of salt cake, losses of organic material, and treatment costs 
of the effluent treatment (Josephson 1992). Typical optimal values for the 
dilution factor vary from 2 – 4.5 m3/BDt in the most relevant studies in this field 
(Wasik et al. 2000, Compton 1997). To ensure that the operation is sustained as 
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closely as possible to this optimum point, a system requires the stable control of 
stock flows and tank levels, feed-forward dilution factor control, and feedback 
control based on washing loss measurements (Wasik et al. 2000). 

In economic terms, the most important effects of the dilution factor are on the 
bleaching chemical costs, the evaporation costs and losses of salt cake (Compton 
1997). The next most important represent the effect of the dilution factor on the 
evaporation energy cost (Fig. 35), and the effect of the dilution factor on the 
NaOH cost for make-up (Fig. 36). From Fig. 35 it can be seen that by 
increasing the dilution factor by one unit from Value 1 to Value 2, evaporation 
costs increase on average by €1.5/BDt in this experimental mill and from Fig. 
36 it can be seen that by increasing the dilution factor by one unit from Value 1 
to Value 2, the make-up chemical cost as NaOH decreases on average by €1/BDt. 

 

Fig. 35 Effect of dilution factor on the evaporation energy costs, (Paper IV) 

 

 

Fig. 36 Effect of dilution factor on NaOH costs for make-up, (Paper IV) 
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5 Conclusions 

5.1 Significance of this work 

The work described in this thesis was aimed at developing a real-time 
measurement application for chemical pulp washing.  

The results show that refractometer measurement achieves enough accuracy 
in very demanding process conditions and that the refractometer can reliably 
measure liquid and pulp streams’ dissolved dry solids. In the first mill case it 
was shown that the correlation of refractometer measurement results versus the 
dry solids analysed by the standard method with softwood is good, with a slope 
of 0.94 and R2 0.97. The average deviation of the refractometers’ measuring 
results was 0.1 percentage points. After this, measuring technology developed 
further with the variation of the newest refractometer at ± 0.0015% bw, which 
means a resonance of ± 15 mg/dm3. When using the refractometer it should be 
noted that calibrations should be done for the wood species and the specific 
installation location, whilst considering the concentration of solution. 

By utilising the measurement results from three refractometers, of 
consistency and flow rate measurements, it was at least possible to create a 
measurement system which can calculate the effectiveness of a single washer 
accurately and in real time. 

The real-time measurement results for dissolved dry solids (washable 
material) have also enabled the determination of the correct real-time process 
conditions, the optimal operating point and the performance monitoring of the 
washers. The effectiveness of the washer increases and the wash loss load 
decreased. These impacts had a clear effect on the cost-effectiveness of the 
washing line.  

Higher dry solids concentration to evaporation facilitated capacity problems 
in evaporation and improved energy economy. Online results also showed that 
the amount of wash loss has a clear effect on the performance of oxygen 
delignification. Too high a wash loss load reduced kappa reduction and 
increased the temperature in the oxygen reactor.  This new real-time 
measurement information makes it possible to control the wash water amount 
if the amount of the wash loss load to the oxygen reactor is too high and then 
yield and quality losses in the oxygen delignification process can be avoided. 

Thanks to the results of this work, in part, the use of refractometer 
measurements has now commenced for the monitoring of washing results in 
brown stock washing in many pulp mills across the world, with newest 
implementations being commenced at Kopra et al. 2014. 
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5.2 Future research recommendations and limitations 

There are plans to develop a control system for single washers and for the 
whole brown stock washing line. The aim is to create an illustrative information 
model of the washers and the whole washing line effectiveness for operators. 
Further, by using four or at least three real-time measurements, it is possible to 
match the balance over the washers, as Tervola et al. 2007 or Nierman 1986 
have stated. In the future we plan to also study the utilisation of refractometer 
measurements on wash presses, which are one of the most common washers. 

When measurement of the accuracy of the refractometer, which is based on 
measuring dissolved dry solids, improves, it can be utilised in weaker solutions 
such as waste water treatment. Based on the preliminary results of Kopra et al. 
(2013), WWTP effluent and influent streams’ dissolved dry solids can be 
measured. The amount of dissolved dry solids and common waste water 
parameter COD are clearly correlated. Thus, at least real-time COD 
measurement for influent streams can already be realised. Measurements via 
refractometer are already utilised widely in the process industries and especially 
in the pulp industry. However, real-time dissolved dry solids measurement 
could be utilized in pulp mills’ new targets. It can be used for measuring the 
yield of cooking, for example.  

The optical measurement accuracy of refractometers has been developed 
during the research period involved in this dissertation such that measurement 
accuracy of the refractometer is limited mainly to the measuring accuracy of 
temperature variation of measured materials. The effect of temperature is ± 
0.005% per ±0.1ºC. However, the process measuring of dissolved dry solids by 
the refractometer can already be performed with the same accuracy as 
laboratory measuring. Both softwood and hardwood are produced in several 
pulp mills. Depending on the composition of different tree species, the 
composition of filtrates is also different in different species. This is one of the 
challenges in the calibration. However, it is possible to send information from a 
mill’s process systems to the refractometer when wood types change. Different 
wood types can have their own calibrations set, thus partly avoiding these 
issues. In several pulp mills, the filtrates are often in a continuous state of 
change as a result of short runs. By determining the effect of different raw 
materials on measurements, increasing measurement accuracy and improving 
measurement technology, it should be possible to reduce the impact of the 
limitations mentioned above. 
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Errata and corrigenda 
 

 
 

Corrigenda for appended publications 
 
 
Paper II: equation [5], Y5, should be Y4 
 
 

Paper IV: Figure 6. Black lines are missing from the figure. Figure should be 
as below. 

 
 

Figure 7. Black lines are missing from the figure. Text “The field between the 
black lines indicates the period when the amount of dilution to the double filter 
was decreased (hardwood, 1150 BDT/day)” is missing from the capture, 
(displaced to Fig. 8.). Figure should be as below. 

 
 

Figure 8. Wrong capture. Should be “Effect of the feed consistency on the 
double filter’s discharge consistency (hardwood, 1150 BDT/day), (displaced to 
Fig. 9.). 
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Errata and corrigenda 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Wrong capture. Should be “Effect of the washing loss on the oxygen 
delignification’s alkali consumption with hardwood (an hour average from June 
2009 to August 2009), (displaced to Fig. 10.). 

 
Figure 10. Wrong capture. Should be “Effect of the washing loss on the oxygen 

reactor’s temperature with softwood (an hour average from June 2009 to 
August 2009), (displaced to Fig. 11.). 

 
Figure 11. Wrong capture. Should be “Experimental results showing effect of 

dilution on evaporation energy costs”, (displaced to Fig. 12.). 

 
Figure 12. Wrong capture. Should be “Experimental results showing effect of 

dilution on NaOH cost for make-up. 

 
Correct figure can be found: 

Kopra R., Kari E., Harinen M., Tirri T. and Dahl O., Optimization of wash 
water usage in brown stock washing, TAPPI PEERS Conference, Norfolk, VA, 
USA, 17-20.10.2010, p.12. 

 
 

Paper V: Wrong picture in Figure 8. (Same as Fig. 5). Should be as below.  

 
Correct figure can be found: 

Kopra R., Kari E., Harinen M., Tirri T. and Dahl O., Improving brown stock 
washing by using on-line measurement – mill investigations, ABTCP-TAPPI 
2010 43rd Pulp and Paper International Congress & Exhibition, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil, 4-6.10.2010, p.10. 
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